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New minority committees proposed
by Benjamin Morrison
staff reporter

The University has had problems increasing the number of
minority students at the University, according to the administration.
Philip Mason, executive assistant to the president, said the
problem stems from inadequate
service that minority students
have received in the past.
A proposal to create an office
for Minority Affairs and a Chief
Admissions officer to address
this problem may be the answer.
University President Paul

Olscamp requested formation of
two minority affairs committees
to look into problems facing
minority students and recruitment.
Olscamp said Clarence Terry,
director of development will be
asked to become trie Chief Admissions officer for minority
students. Olscamp said a Hispanic recruiter also is being
sought.
Reorganization of the educational development and minority affairs offices is two-fold,
Olscamp said.
First, it is believed academic
tutoring and counseling services

should be located in the Academic Affairs area, not the student development office.
"These functions of the University should not be perceived
as specifically - or even particularly - focused on minorities,"
Olscamp said. "Any students
may require academic counseling, tutoring or lab experience.
Minority students, in this case,
are just a part of the overall
student body."
IT WAS proposed by one committee that the "Vice President
for Academic Affairs (VPAA)
develop a tutoring program for

minority students."
Olscamp responded, "The
VPAA will work with the Learning Labs in reading, writing and
mathematics...
"The minority services should
be centrally located," Mason
said.
Second, it is the administration's belief that the focus on
minority students at the University has been inadequate in the
past.
"The dispersion of their needs
throughout several offices has
resulted in ineffective recruiting
performances, inadequate counseling and less than desirable

social opportunities," Olscamp
said.
By creating an office for minority affairs, the administration believes it can better
address these concerns.
One committee proposed "The
vice president for University
Relations (VPUR) distribute
prime time programming at the
radio station for minority programming."
Olscamp said he will request
the University's radio and television facilities to "review their
minority programming policies" and to report to him on the

distribution of such programming.
He will also recommend University brochures include photos
of minority students because
they are a major part of the
University.
ANOTHER PROPOSAL requested that the Undergraduate
Council establish a course on
cultural diversity as a required
part of the Univeristy's general
education requirements.
Olscamp approved this suggestion and will recommend the
council pursue the feasibility
• See Minorities, page 4.

Job loss follows
Mr. Rogers' song
NORTH PERRY. Ohio (AP) Each morning for three months,
Larry Nudelman tapped into the
Public address system at the
erry nuclear power plant to
play the lilting theme song from
'Mister Rogers' Neighborhood."
But plant officials decided he
went too far when he played the
song during an emergency drill,
so they ordered security guards
to hunt him down. Last week
Nudelman was fired by an electrical contractor at the unfinished plant.
Yesterday, employees said
company officials were callous
in their treatment of Nudelman,
38, described by his wife as a
"child-oriented fan of Fred
Rogers, the soft-spoken, cardigan-clad host of the show for
pre-schoolers.
Many of the 5,500 employees
at the $6.4 billion plant about 35
miles east of Cleveland said they
enjoyed hearing the 50-second
tape recording, which proclaimed "It's a beautiful day in
the neighborhood ... Won't you
be my neighbor?"
The tune caught on so well
that it became an unofficial
theme for plant employees.
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Tiring stuff
Meredith Glinka, a 2 1/2-year-old, yawns during one of her 45-minute
lessons with Lisa Zimmerman, 1982 University graduate In music

education. Her mother. Janice Glinka attends each lesson with her as
part of the Suzuki method of music education which is sponsored by
the Creative Arts Program. See inside story and photos, pg. 6.

NUDELMAN SAID it boosted
morale, and workers began
greeting each other by saying,
Hi, neighbor."
Jack Grobe, the senior on-site
inspector for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, said the intercom was easily accessible
. and was intended to be that way.

"It's not uncommon to have
people fooling around with the
intercom system at construction
sites," he said. "It's not uncommon to be at the plant and hear
somebody page a ridiculous
name or somebody make an
unusual sound over the phone.
"When yon have that many
people, there's a clown in every
crowd."
But Glenn, Heffner, spokesman for Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co,, said the prank
was carried too far when the
playing of the song coincided
with a mock emergency drill.
The utility then issued a strong
warning to stop using the intercom for non-emergency reasons.
THE ELECTRICAL contractor. L.K. Comstock Co., decided
to fire Nudelman, Heffner said.
CEI made no recommendation
on disciplinary action, he said.
Comstock did not return calls
Elaced by The Associated Press,
ut Thomas Woodman, the company's project manager at the
plant, told the Lake County
(Ohio) News-Herald, "It got to
be disruptive. It took up the time
of the workers."
Nudelman was able to find
other construction work in
Cleveland and began work Monday. Nudelman was on the job
and could not be reached, his
wife, Elly, said yesterday.
Mrs. Nudelman, 37, said her
two children, Eric, 8, and Beth,
6, "grew up" on Mr. Rogers.
"I think he's terrific," she
said.

SLS, Inc. predicts 1,000 contacts by 1st year mark
by Brian Ball
reporter

Karl Sutter, Student Legal
Services, Inc. attorney, predicts
he will have more than 1,000
student contacts before the service celebrates its first anniversary in May.
"This semester I've had over
400 client contacts. We just went

over a total of 500 since I've been
here," he said, adding that he
talked with 100 students during
the summer.
Of those contacts, he said he
opened 50 to 60 cases for ongoing work, while 125 cases have
been opened this semester. He
said on-going cases require either court appearances, negotiated settlements or writing a

letter for the client.
The cases have been concentrated in a few areas.
Of about 180 cases opened, 80
have been criminal or traffic
cases, he said. Fifty-five have
been consumer complaints, real
estate, family law or insurance
cases.
"Landlord-tenant cases certainly would have to be the most

common telephone call I get, but
I don't open as many cases for
on-going work on landlord-tenant cases," Sutter said.
OF 500 calls, 200 have been
landlord-tenant related. But
only 45 were opened.
In cases not opened, Sutter
either gives quick advice on how
the student should handle the

problem, refers the student to
helpful materials or recommends the student see a private
lawyer.
Some materials used are educational pamphlets printed by
the SLS program which cover
basic areas of law, including
filing suits, writing wills and
resolving consumer problems.
Some cases opened during the

summer Sutter would not take
now due to an increased workload and complexity of cases.
Sutter saia he has a good
working relationship with the
city prosecutor, judge, court officials and police. He also has
been able to help student relations with these officials.
• See SLS, page 4.

Cocaine: once hard to get, now easily obtained
Editor's note: This is the second in a three-part series on drug use on
campus. Due to the nature of this story, the names of the cocaine
dealer and user have been changed. Tomorrow's story focuses on
drug abuse law enforcement .
by Nancy Bostwick
staff reporter

Once considered the drug of the super-rich - limited to Hollywood
stars and business executives - cocaine is being experimented with
more frequently by high school and college students, according to
Lisa Hamann, prevention education coordinator for the Wood
County Drug Abuse Clinic.
"We see the increase occurring along with other drugs of choice,"
Hamann said.

normal. This reaction may lead the individual to take more cocaine,
which can eventually lead to an overdose, she said.
"It's easy to overdose, because you want to get higher and
higher," she said.
_
Complications from a cocaine overdose include perforating or
collapsing the septum, vomiting and convulsions. Hamann said.
Because the amount of cocaine taken is related to the rate at which
blood pressure drops, cocaine use could result in death.
Despite risks, cocaine users may feel the drug's benefits outweigh
possible complications, she said.

Increased availability of cocaine has brought the price down,
making it more affordable to individuals once excluded, she said.
Tim, a freshman, uses cocaine about every week, spending $15 to
$20 each time.
He began using the drug in high school.
Tim said he often goes in with friends to buy cocaine because it is
expensive. For a quarter to half gram, the total cost can average
about $50, he said.
Hamann said cocaine's effect is unlike that experienced with
alcohol or marijuana, which makes it more addicting.
Cocaine constricts blood vessels, elevates blood pressure and
serves as a stimulant.
THE USER experiences feelings of exhileration, euphoria and
increased physical sensitivity, she said.
Initial effects of the drug last about 10 minutes, depending on how
much is taken, Hamman said.
The effect depends on how cocaine is ingested - taken by snorting,
injection or smoking.
When the effect wears off, the user experiences a depressive
reaction. The breathing rate varies and blood pressure drops below
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"THE HIGH is enough for the person to want to continue using it "
she said. "To date, they haven't found much that it's physically
addicting, but it's very psychologically addicting."
According to Hamann, drug users may steal or sell personal
possessions or resort to drug dealing to finance their habit.
A lot of people deal to buy more of the drug they prefer, she said.
Phil, a sophomore, makes between $100 and $500 a week selling
cocaine, with most of his customers being high school or college
students.
He began selling through an older brother who is his supplier, he
said.
Phil said he does not use cocaine.
"The only reason I'm doing this is for the money and that's it," he
said. "It can really screw a person's life up. You can really get
hooked. I'm an athlete and I'm not going to do It."
UNDERCOVER investigative work has limited street sales,
limiting availability to schools and college campuses, he said.
The possibility of getting caught is a constant threat, Phil said.
"Everyday, I feel like someone's on my back."
"The money, I need," he said. "Getting caught - I don't need
that."
Because of increased drug investigation, dealers have to be
cautious, he said. "I don't approach the person really; they approach me," he said.
Tim said he believes cocaine is readily available at the University,
but he does not buy it here.
"I don't generally trust people down here because I don't know
what they put in it, he said. "If I looked around, I could probably
find it in a day or two."
According to Caro' Pratt, Public Safety records coordinator,
cocaine use is not easily detected and reported cases are nonexi>
tent.
"There's not the paraphernalia that ytw use with marijuana
usually," she said. "With marijuana, you have the odor which gets
attention."
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-EditorialEducation budget
increase needed

The state board of education has approved a
record $5.9 billion budget for the fiscal period
beginning July 1, 1985. If approved by the state
legislature, the largest increase will by used to
raise teachers' salaries by more than $2,000 over
the next two years.
We feel this is definitely needed since the national
average for teachers is about $1,400 higher than the
minimum amount Ohio school districts are required to pay teachers.
It seems to be a common complaint that school
systems are not up to snuff. If Ohio schools are to
attract high-quality teachers for their students,
such an increase is a step in the right direction.
Another part of the proposal would increase the
amount of aid received by each school district
based on the number of students enrolled. This
figure would go from $1,943 per student in 1985 to
$2,235 in 1987.
The increased funding also should help the quality of Ohio's educational system.
All these increases will benefit the University's
education majors not only monetarily, but in the
quality of the work environment they may be
involved in.
While we agree with the majority of the proposal,
one program included in it would establish a fivehour-a-day kindergarten.
Children of 4 and 5 do not have the attention span
to be content in the same environment for five
hours per day.
Legislators should seriously examine the proposal before passing it in its present form.

Will claims he's
not part of \
by George F. Will
The Axis is coming! The Axis
is coming!
No, silly goose, not the RomeBerlin Axis. The Second World
War settled its hash. Today's
menace, according to the wall
Street Journal, is "The WillDole axis." A Journal editorial
says:
"Sen. Bob Dole's appearance
on ABC's "This Week with David
Brinkly' recently was the Revenue Enhancer's fourth on the
program in the past year. Yet
despite the show's proclivity for
tax talk, Rep. Jack Kemp hasn't
been on since July 1982, and
Rep. Newt Gingrich, whose
name came up almost as many
times as the president's, has
never been a guest. George Will
is the show's resident conservative, but the Will-Dole axis is
hardly representative of supplyside conservatism."
The editorial erred. Kemp
and Gingrich had declined invitations (although Kemp was on
the show Nov. 25 after the Journal's editorial appeared). And
Dole has been on the show three
times in the last 12 months, only
once when the subject was
taxes. But, then, the Journal is a
supply-side paper, and numbers
are not the supply-siders'
But back to the subject of the
Axis, those muttonheaded peoEle (e.g., Dole, Will) who persist
l saying that the deficit cannot
be sufficiently shrunk by spending cuts alone. The Axis says
that new revenues will be
needed, revenues in excess of
any that economic growth will
generate under today's tax code.
Fire-eating "conservatives"
who differ with Dole call him,
and those who think like him,
"traditional" Republicans.
Tunes are truly out of joint when
the adjective "traditional" becomes, in the name of conservatism, an epithet.
Traditional Republicans believe that the public must pay in
taxes for the public-services
component of its standard of
living. Critics of "traditional"
Republicans call themselves
"real" Republicans. They say
the Republican Party has misled the country for years by
stressing the dangers of deficits.
The supply-aiders' argument
is, at a certain level of generality, indisputable, even jejune. It
is that there are circumstances
in which increasing taxes will
decrease revenues (by suppressing economic activity), and
that in other circumstances a
tax cut will be so swiftly stimulative that reduced rates will
generate increased revenue*.
But government is an adventure in particularities, not generalities. The supply-side wager
(Reagan is betting the currency
on it) is that cuts of the size and
shape enacted in 1961, in the
circumstances then obtaining,

Minorities becoming organized

Tutu leading Black resistance
by Abubakar Sanl Stores
The recent awarding of the
Nobel Peace Prize to South African Bishop Desmond Tutu for
his opposition to the apartheid
system of the settler regime of
South Africa was newsworthy. It
is the hope of this writer to add
to the efforts of those concerned
individuals who speak out
against the oppressive system of
apartheid.
In South Africa today the
spirit of Isandlwana, the spirit of
Sharpeville and the spirit of
Soweto are on the move.
Throughout the country black
workers are becoming more organized and more determined
than ever to change their status.
There were more strikes by
black workers in 1982 and 1983
than ever before. Between 1978
and 1964, black patriots infiltrated the apartheid bastion
from their training bases, striking telling blows of resistance
against the structure of the racist regime.
In i960 the South African Parliament adopted "the pass law."
This law requires every single
black male and female over the
age of 16 to carry a Passbook or
Reference book at all times, and
to produce it on demand. The
book contains the holder's name
and identity card as well as
particulars of residence and employment.
In 1972 the racist South African Parliament passed another
law which mandated the use of
the Afrikaans language as the
medium of instructions in the
poorly equipped segregated
black schools. Students protested against this law. Furthermore, the students drew up a list
of (complaints) demands for the
improvement of their schools.
Included on the list of complaints were: inferior education
and poor (or lack of) facilities.
The protest started at Soweto
but quickly spread throughout
the country. Again the government reacted by sending in
troops. Several hundreds were
killed, including children. The
first person to be shot was a 16year-old child. To further reinforce their will on the masses
of the black people, the minority

have put the country on a growth
path that will, combined with
spending restraint, produce approximate equilibrium between
spending and revenues.
In pristine form, the supplyside argument combines an untoppable promise (a self-finane- ;
ins tax cut) with an ironclad
alibi if the promise does not pan
oat: Always blame the Fed first.
If tax cute are followed by exploding deficits, the Federal Reserve Board can be blamed for Atrocities against
not producing a "sufficient" ex- animals appalling
pansion of the money supply.
Sufficiency is, by definition,
Thank you for the story "Aniwhatever permits" growth sufmal research questioned' which
ran last week. It was refreshing
ficient to eliminate deficits.
In 1980 Reagan ran a relentto have both sides of the animal
lessly "blue skies" campaign
research issue presented. I did
based on the supply-side premwish, however, that the second
ise. But the instant the election
story had been given the same
was over he embraced a grayfront-page treatment as the one
sky memo from two congressit followed.
men. Jack Kemp and David
Your first story emphasized
Stockman. They said the nation
the clean conditions and adwas on the verge of an "ecoequate diets of research animals
nomic Dunkirk. By December
on this campus. Those who read
1980, the embryonic administrathe story were probably glad to
tion was stressing spending
hear that, and drew the conclucuts. But Reagan did not shrink
sion that research animals in
government; he arranged it,
general are not mistreated. I
moving resources toward decan understand why the Univerfense. In December 1984, he is
sity community would like to
stressing the Grace Commission
believe that; I would like to
proposals for savings.
believe it, too, but I don't.
Regarding the Defense DePart of the reason why inhupartment, the Grace report blimane and unnecessary research
thely "identified" program and
continues is that we don't know
procedural changes that would
about it. If we do, it's easy to
produce three-year savings of
dismiss the issue because it
$78 billion. When Defense was
doesn't affect us, although it
asked its opinion, it came up
might. Please consider this scewith a sum: $300 million (about
nario:
one-half of 1 percent of the
Your pet is lost, and you aren't
Grace total). The Office of Manable to find it within a few days.
agement and Budget -no nest of
You contact animal shelters in
spendthrifts - was asked to refthe area of several counties, and
eree. OMB said that, considlearn that one of them had your
ering the Department's
puppy or kitten, but doesn't now.
responsibilities and political
Your pet wasn't destroyed. It
realities, the realistic estimates
was sold to a laboratory for
of potential savings is ... $2
research. In Ohio, it is legal for
billion, so the real argument is
shelters and pounds to sell unabout only the $1.7 billion differclaimed pets to research facilience, not the Grace report's $78
ties for use in experiments.
billion.
If you were determined to find
The Grace report, with its
!our pet and visited research
phantom savings, is, in 1984,
acuities, you might find what
what the supply-side promise
reporters and activists have.
was in 1960: an excuse for evad- Surgery is done on animals like
ing hard choices. But to govern
your pet without • anesthesia.
is to choose, and not just to They may, however, be given
choose, every four years, a dif- drugs to paralyze them so they
ferent excuse for not facing
can't disturb researchers with
facts. That is why '•traditional"
their cries (the drugs don't block
Republicans will continue to pain).
make themselves disagreeable
The research community has
by mentioning the odious princlaimed consistently that reciple that the public must pay its
search is done humanely, but
bills.
those who have visited their
The traditionalists are, as the
facilities have not always found
Wall Street Journal says,
that such is the case.
"hardly representative of supAnimals have been found with
ply-side conservatism." But the
open incisions and exposed orimprudent behavior of supplygans. They've been found with
siders regarding the deficit is
devices planted in their brains to
making the phrase "supply-side
keep them from having a night's
conservative" a contradiction in
sleep - ever. If you can imagine
terms.
it, IPs probably been done.
One experiment sticks in my
GeorgeF. Willisa writerfor mind:
researchers sewed cats'
the Washington Post Writers eyes shut
and then observed
Group.

white government closed all the
black institutions of learing for
the entire year.
In 1963 the racist government
passed another law which allocated coloreds and Indiana a
limited number of seats in parliament. The overwhelming majority of the coloreds and
Indians rejected the law as unfair because blacks were not
allowed to vote and take part as
candidates. In 1974. elections
were held for the parliamentary
seats allocated to the coloreds
and Indians. Less than 5 percent
of the people voted. There was
some violence at the polls which
took the lives of innocent people.
In October 1964 the housing
rent of black workers was
raised. The police raided black

townships killing 60 people and
arresting one person every minute for at least six hours for
protesting the rent hike. It is
Important to note that blacks
are prohibited to own land.
In conclusion, I must mention
the names of some of the outstanding black South Africans
who have sacrificed their lives
fighting for the freedom of their
people. These include Steve
Biko, killed at the young age of
32 by the South African Police in
1977; Nelson Mandela, who has
been serving a life sentence
since 1963 at Robbins Island;
and Robert Sobukwe, who died
after his release from the Robbins Island.
Apartheid has been condemned by the vast majority of

the world's nations including the
United States. South Africa has
been banned from the Olympics
Games, the Commonwealth of
Nations, and the United Nations.
However, the western powers
continue to use double standards
on one hand condemning South
Africa for apartheid and on the
other by trading with this country for its rich supply of gold,
uranium and diamonds. The
world cannot afford to stand
aside and watch this injustice.
We must unite and stand with
the black South Africans to fight
apartheid.
Abubakar S. Stores is a student in the School of Technology.
He is from Bowling Green, Ohio.
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Letters
their sexual behavior. This was
supposed to benefit blind humans somehow. The taxes you
pay to the federal government
may end up funding experiments like these.
There are many horror stories
to be found if one looks for them.
I've read enough. I'm going to
contact Students for Animals
and find out what I can do.
A society can be judged by the
way in which it treats animals.
People who can't bring themselves to inflict pain upon defenseless animals aren't likely
to hurt each other either.
Chris DowUng and Sue Pastor
are Graduate Students in College Student Personnel.

Olscamp promises
to follow Charter
Some persons have expressed
concern lest your article of December 6, 1964 entitled, "Olscamp Endorses New College
Idea," indicates that I intend to
proceed with those proposals in
your article without following
Charter provisions.
This-concern seems to stem
from the decision to seek the
advice of a Trustee Subcommittee comprised of Trustees
Hanna and Platt. The Trustee
Subcommittee was formed
solely for purposes of advising
and consulting.
I wish to assure the University
community that after I have
received the benefit of their wisdom, I shall proceed in accordance with the provisions of the
Charter. It is not a violation of
the Charter to seek counsel from
a Subcommittee of the Board of
Trustees prior to the initiation of
Charter procedures for the creation of a new academic unit.
Paul J. Olscamp
President

Faculty had input
In tenure denials
Much has been written recently about the overturning of
recommendations of the FPCC
by the central administration.
Some argue that administrators
are taking matters of promotion
and tenure out of the hands of
the faculty. Tenure decisions
are perhaps the most important
ones that the academic community makes, since a potential 25year commitment by the univer-

sity to the faculty member is at
stake, as is the career of the Graduates should be
faculty member.
focus of attention
In the College of Arts and
Sciences, a candidate receiving
a two-thirds vote from his or her Your remarks in the editorial,
department is reviewed by the "Grads mistreated," missed the
Promotion and Tenure Review point in my mind. Having atCommittee (PTRC). The PTRC tended numerous graduation
consists of four faculty, one ceremonies, both as a particielected by faculty from each of Ct and a spectator; I find that
the three college divisions and a
August and December comchair, elected from the entire mencements are the most percollege. A fifth member, the sonal and memorable of all our
chair-elect, is present but does ceremonies.
not vote. This committee evalGranted, Erma Bombeck
uates the candidates with re- hasn't flown in for these ceremospect to teaching, research and nies to cast her comic pearls
service. Although the final deci- before the graduates, but to me
sion rests with the dean, the that shouldn't be the focus of
dean does not participate in de- attention. The graduates should
liberations ana follows the rec- Set the spotlight and they do in
ommendations of the committee
ugust and December. The
in the vast majority of cases.
rduates walk across the stage
The tenure cases that come to
receive their diplomas and
the University Faculty Person- their names are read for proud
nel and Conciliation Committee parents and friends to hear.
(FPCC) are those where faculty That treatment, at least to me,
in departments and/or on the grants the greatest respect to
PTRC have voted against grant- graduates. May commenceing tenure. When the adminis- ments do not afford such pertrators go against the sonal treatment.
recommendation of FPCC is
Also, I would rather hear resuch cases, they are in fact marks from our best faculty at
following the recommendation
rduation. While I was unable
of another group of faculty: the
hear Professor Robert Badepartment and/or the college shore when he addressed the
committee. Thus it is mislead- graduates in 1962, I have been
ing to claim that the recent told that he delivered one of the
tenure denials are simply cases finest messages ever presented
of a(lministrators' ignoring the at a BGSU Commencement. We
advice of faculty. Faculty input could put future celebrity speakis extensive at all levels: depart- ers' fees into scholarship funds
ment, college and university.
that would benefit students for
years to come.
Steuhen H. Veuey
Professor, Department of
James M. Hodge '74, '75
Director of Development
Biological Sciences
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Jobs available
If you are anticipating an expense-filled second semester,
you might want to be ready to
check out Student Employment
the first day of classes in January.
Jan. 14 is the first day for new
Job postings at the Office of
Student Employment, 405 Student Services.
According to Fran Weiff, student employment specialist, appointments to look at the job
board will begin at 8 a.m. and
are on a first come, first served
basis. Everyone getting an appointment is allowed two job
referrals per visit.
"We anticipate a large crowd
and appointments offer convenience as well as time for everyone to get an equal chance at
jobs," Weiff said.
She encourages those wishing
to sign up for an appointment to
bring their class schedule so

they can sign up for a time
convenient for them.
Conrad McRooerts, director
of Financial Aid and Student
Employment, believes the new
appointment system helps make
things more convenient and less
hectic in the lines.
"Having everyone sign up for
appointments allows students to
go to class or run errands instead of waiting in line for a long
period of time," McRoberts
said.
According to Weiff, jobs will
continue to be posted Tuesday
and Thursday mornings beginning at 8 a.m. for the remainder
of the semester.
"We get calls on jobs everyday," she said, "we will continue to post them on Tuesday
and Thursday so everyone has
an equal and fair chance at
employment."

Fire guts old school

A vacant school building in
Portage, owned by a Bowling
Green developer, was destroyed by fire Monday night.
More than 30 firefighters
from Portage, Bowling Green
and Jerry City battled the
blaze which destroyed the
Portage School on East Main
Street, Lt. Jack Eckert of the
Bowling Green Fire Department said.
Bowling Green firefighters,
a pumper and an aerial truck
were called in at 7:02 p.m.
Monday to help extinguish the
fire.
•
Bowling Green's fire de-

partment has a mutual aid
contract with surrounding
communities, Eckert said.
The former elementary/junior high school was last used
as a day care center for migrant workers and had been
vacant for some time.
The building, owned by
Bowling Green developer
Douglas Valentine, was being
demolished. Valentine also
owns the Haven House apartment complex, 1515 E. Wooster, which was gutted by fire
Oct. 2.
Joseph Amend, Portage
fire chief, could not be
reached for comment.

Photo/Ll2 Allen

Final studying

Kathy Halbisen. junior elementary education major in ROTC, studied for a military science final exam in Anderson Arena yesterday.

rDatelineWednesday, Dec. 12

Christians in Communication - Christians in Communication will be holding a
meeting at 5:30 p.m. in 105
South Hall. Free and open to
all.
Legal Careers Seminar - A
panel discussion on alterna-

tive legal careers will be held
at 8 p.m. in 359 Education
Building. Sponsored by Phi
Alpha Delta and Pre-Law Society.
Concert - Violinist Max Rabinovitsj and pianist Elizabeth Allen will be performing
at 8 p.m. in the Bryan Recital
Hall of Moore Musical Arts

Center. Free and open to all.
Basketball - The men's basketball team will take on the
University of Akron at 8 p.m.
in Anderson Arena.
Public Skating - There will
be public skating 8 to 10 p.m.
at the Ice Arena. Cost for
students is $1.25 with a valid

University ID. Skate rental is
50 cents.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
are welcome and must be
turned in typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.
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MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
£.,. & QJt J4ai, Cub $6.00
Open 6 days a week
Open Evenings Thursday & Friday

HELP!

UAO is looking for enthusiastic,
creative people.
Are You?
If so, apply today for

DIRECTOR OF CABARET
No previous directing experience necessary.
Sign up in UAO office by Dec. 14. Applications available in UAO office. Call 2-2343 for
more information.

K,

.,« T.ca
J3Z-/030
QBOOI

190 S. Main St.
Bowling Gre.n

ASM

FWALLY, A COPYING SERVICE DESIGNED WITH
YOUR NEEDS MMMD.
Originated and developed by Kinko's Copies
lo help expand your teaching universe Professor Publishing
allows you to provide each of your students with a personal
copy of course materials and supplemental readings ...
at no coat to you or your departmenti More efficient and flexible than library
reserve services. Professor Publishing materials are asssemebled in a neat.
organized packet available to each student for just pennies a page Professor
Pubtehing also offers you a dependable, economical resource for copying
research materials and unpublished manuscripts For your professional and
personal copying needs, count on Professor Publishing, at Kinko's locations
nationwide.
For more Information call Dr. Howard Hawkea, toil-lree at

(800)235-6919

kinkcs
325 E. Wooater St.

OPIN 7 DAYS

WFAJL and

BOWLING GREEN S HOCK AUTHORITY

§*

presents a

/BLITZ FOR FINALS"
Christmas Party
* TONIGHT *
Wed., Dec, 12
$0%* at Brathaus
"Live Broadcast"
Party starts at 8:00 p.m.
(Happy Hours until 9 p.m.)

Bar opens at 6 pm
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Bookstores prepare for rush
by Don Let
staff reporter
For students hoping to
make some money by selling
their used textbooks, the
three local bookstores all buy
and resell at the same rates.
The University Bookstore,
in the Student Services Building; Bee Gee Bookstore, 1424
E. Wooster St. and Student
Book Exchange, 530 E. Wooster St., all pay 50 cents on the
dollar for used textbooks and
sell them back at 75 percent
of the cost of a new book.
John Buckenmeyer, director of the University
Bookstore, said the 25 percent
difference covers rent on the

Minorities
and desirability of establishing
such a requirement.
Olscamp said he will request
the vice president for Student
Affairs (VPSA) create a plan for
instituting additional programming of this nature.

Student Services Building,
staff salaries, operating expenses and wages for extra
employees hired at the end
the semester during the buyback period.
The bookstore does not buy
back texts that will not be
used at the University in the
following semester, Otis Sonnenberg, assistant director,
said.
Students with obsolete texts
are directed to a representative from Nebraska Book Co.,
national textbook wholesalers, who will be at the buyback starting Monday.
Buy-backs at the University Bookstore start today
and continue through Dec. 21.

"I tell the people (working

the buy-back counter) if they
have questions (about buying
back a particular copy) to
come to me." said Sonnenberg, who determines if a
book is in resalable condition.
He said 6,280 students sold
books back to the University
Bookstore in May, compared
to 5,360 last December. December 1962 saw 5,180 students at buy-back while May
1963 saw 5,910.
Sonnenberg attributes the
higher May totals to the number of two-semester courses
and the fact more students
sell books at the end of the
year than in mid-year.

(Continued from page 1) Subcommittee B suggested to
Olscamp that the VPSA should
reserve housing space to allow
for flexibility in minority recruitment.
Olscamp said the administration does not consider this a

SECRET SANTA GIFTS
AMERICAN GREETING
CARDS

DORSEY DRUGS
500 E. Wooster
"By the Tracks"

(

KENT KOKOMOOR, SBX
assistant manager, said obsolete texts are bought back at
wholesale value and sold to a
wholesale bookseller. SBX
buys books from students all
year, Kokomoor said.
Bee Gee Bookstore has the
same buy-back policy as the
University Bookstore for
books that are being used
again.
"We generally buy everything if it's the current edition, Paul Purdy, Bee Gee
Bookstore manager, said.
Sonnenberg said the University Bookstore posts the
price which will be paid for

.
W

problem. "To my knowledge, no
minority student who has matriculated at Bowling Green
State University and who has
need of such housing has been
turned away," he said.
HE DID not agree with all the
committees' proposals.
Olscamp was requested to "direct equal consideration for resources (time, space, staff) for
all minority programs."
He partially agreed with this.
"If the intention of the first
recommendation is that I provide an amount of time, space
and staff for minority programs
equivalent to those of majority
programs, then of course I could
not agree," Olscamp said.

Let us help you with your final exams

He did say, however, these
problems would be given "serious attention by individuals
under my direction."
Mason said anyone with additional suggestions have until the
end of today to bring their suggestions forward.
"The final changes will be
made by the end of the day,"
Mason said.
"Unlike the reconfiguration
recommendation, these will not
have to go before the Faculty
Senate or the Board of Trustees." he said. "But the president
will present these to the Board
and the senate as report items."

American Heart
Association

)

Commuter Off-Campus Organization's annual
Exam Cram Center is open 24 hours daily
starting Sunday Dec. 16 at 5:00 p.m.
till Thursday Dec. 20 at 10:00 p.m.
t

(Continued from page 1)-

"We're beginning to set some
standards on what is disorderly
conduct, what Is noise violation,
what is criminal trespass and
other common student problems," be said.
Bowling Green Municipal
Judge James Bachman likes the
SIS program. In a letter to
Philip Mason, executive assistant to the University president,
on Oct. 15, Bachman expressed
support for the legal service.
Last week, Bachman said SLS
is a good service for students.
He also commended Sutter for
his quality work and interest in
protecting students' rights.
Although Bachman said there
has been an increased amount of
contested cases since students
have gained access to an attorney, he said, "I have no problem
with that because that's what
courts are for."
Sutter said he is restricted to
cases under Wood County jurisdiction. He also will not represent students for matters
involving wills, immigration,

Drop/add problems
serious, USG says
by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter
USG President Bob Wade said
at last night's general assembly
meeting that problems with registration for classes are so serious that some students are
questioning whether the University is a four year institution.
Wade cited a lack of available
faculty for the courses students
demand and a inefficiency in the
drop/add process as the two
major problems with class
scheduling.
Wade said many University
students received a partial
schedule for next semester. An
example of the problem was that

Student Recreation Center
CHRISTMAS BREAK
MEMBERSHIPS

A controlled study atmosphere will be maintained.
Refreshments and snacks will be available.

ON SALE NOW
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES, INC.
Invites you to attend a
Lecture/ Discussion/Question & Answer Session
on

copyrights, patents and bankruptcies.
BY OHIO law, Sutter said be
cannot represent students in
suits against the University or
its employees, including faculty,
staff and residence hall personnel. Actions against on-duty law
enforcement officers are also off
limits.
However, be added that he can
give general DacKground advice
on these matters.
Sutter also would like to expand the almost nonexistent taw
library in the SLS office.
Students fund the entire SLS
program by paying a $2 fee.
Students who do not participate,
must sign a waiver and return it
with their bursar bill. These
students are ineligible to use the
service for that semester.
This semester. 14,255 students
paid the legal service fee,
according to records from the
bursar's office. That number is
more than 84 percent of the 16,690 students eligible for the program.

VALID
Sat. Dec. 15-Jan. 13
Sat. Dec. 15-Dec. 31
Tues. Jan. 2-Jan. 13

$17.50
$10.00
$10.00

\i

Economics 202 could not serve
400 students who wanted the
course for next semester, he
added.
He said the number of faculty
members in the Economics department has remained constant at 20 for the past 10 years
even though demand for courses
in the department are high.
"There is definitely a problem, but USG can't take an
official stand until we get some
input from the students," Wade
said.
Roger Newman, assistant to
the bursar, said the problem "is
one of many colors, but the
bottom line is money.
He said there is a problem
with demand being greater than
supply in regard to some
courses, but said the reasons for
the problem were In "a grey
area."
Newman said his office is
searching for ways to improve
the present class scheduling system.
"It would be ideal if we could
arbitrarily supply professors
as students request classes.
Having no budget would be
ideal, Newman said. "But we
are trying to deal In the real
world.''
He said an on-line system
would help scheduling because
students would get immediate
results. He said his office is
investigating the possibility of
networking a series of microcomputers to the University's
mainframe for the task or even
using the new phone system
planned for next tall so students
could schedule from their dorm
rooms.

Here's the inside story
of our new
Buttermilk Biscuits

THE CITY COURT SYSTEM
AND
BGSU STUDENTS
Presented by Karl J. Suffer,
YOUR ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

V

Ma MAN tm nlll.ll «■*

■HitMolWHII St~.iiram
ana kl •> uu» FM CXB. •

- Recent developments & changes in DWI charges)
& their effects on students
- How to use Small Claims Court
- Dealing with situations in Municipal Court and]
Common Pleas Court

MIX

$1.55

$1.J5

$1.55

$1.55

2-PIECE
MEAL

2-PIECE
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2-PIECE
MEAL

2-PIECE
MEAL

I 1

M CMMW
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Expires 12/26/84

Expire* 12/26/84

DATE: December 12,1984
TIME: 7:30 p.m.
LOCATION:
Life Sciences Building

•Now FeaturingFr.*h-Bak«d Buttermilk Biscuits Mad. From Scratch

"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

.Kgntucky Fried Chicken
Port Clinton

(1020 N. Main - B.G)
352-2061

Fremont
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shop TO am. to 9p.m.

thursday
only

DAY SALE

Shop Macy's for one day only, and save on your Christmas shopping!
Clubhouse separates

Captions® sweaters

Entire stock dresses

Entire stock dress shirts

Save 25% and more

save 30%

save 25%-50%

save 25%

Chaos* from blousos. swaatars
and moral In pura virgin wool.
Sizes 4-14. Many fashion colors.
Orla.* S28-S12S. sola $21-$52
Clubhouse (0641 /676/67B): all Macy's.
Selection varies by store.

Acrylic novelty swaatars In many
stylas. Whit*, black, rod and
moral Slzas SMI. Orlg.* $18.
sola 10.13

Misses and petite dresses. Take an
additional 25% off already reduced
dresses.
Orlg.*
539 $100.
sale
21.76-140.
Also, regular price drosses reduced
25%. Reg. $40-$ 100, sale $J0-$75
D,...., (DIS5 135 \ 50 153/134,57) all Macy's.
Selection vorles by store.

Designer pattern dress shirts by
famous makars. Full and fitted
styling.
14'/4-17,
32-35.
Rag.
$25-575. sola 1B.7S-S4.25
Men's (0680). oil Mocy's. Selection vorles
by store.

Chaus separates

Winterwelght slacks

Plena Westport (DIM) all Mocy's.
Selection vorles by store.

Clubhous* coordinates

save 30%-40%

save 30%

save 25%

save 30%

Choose from skirts, pants, vasts,
swaatars. jackals, blousos and
moral Pura wool coordinates by
famous makarsl Orlg.* $56-$ 155.
• al. 29.40-11.20

Entire stock In great holiday
stylos; wovans and knits in many
colors and pattarns. 3-13. Rag.
$24-$! 12, sal* 16.S0-7S.40
Juniors (D2I5/24S): all Macy's.
Selection varies by store.

Related postal swaatars, blousos,
pants, skirts, jackals and moral
Holiday stylas. Slzas 6-16. Rag.
$36-$10B. sale $27$S1
Young Collector (0664): all Macy's.
Selection vorles by store.

Famous makor man's slacks in
wool, polyester/woo I and triwool
blends. Pleoted and plain front.
32-42W.
Orlg.*
$30-$45.
sola
1f.«9-*r».ff

Junior angora swoators

Young collector coordinates

save 25%

save25%-40%

Cosmetic bonus
* 15 purchase

Silk angora swaatars. Salactad
stylas and colors. Rag. 24.90-$42,
sal* $13-31.50
Junior! (D265): all Macy's.
Selection varies by ttore.

Panther
wool
coordinates
Including jackets, skirts, pants with
coordinating
swaatars
and

Clubhoui. (DIM): all Mocy's.
Selection varies by ttore.

Famous makor coordinates

save 25%
Wool

coordinates

by

Personal,

ftuss and moral Mlssas blaiers,
skirts, plaid and solid blouses,
swaatars,
and
moral
Rag.
$30-590. sola 22.50-47.50
Plaio Weitporl (0109/162). all
Mocy's. Selection vorles by store.

blousos. 6-16. Rag. $35 $90. sale
$21$e»
Young Collector (DI6S): oil Mecy's.
Selection vorles by store.

Misses coats

As a bonus, with any $15
fragrance or cosmetic purchase,
got a free polnsattla to brighten
up your home for the holidays
whila supply lasts I
Cosmetics (071, 76. 620/622 34)
all Mocy's. Selection vorles by store.

Fashion accessories

Men's (0113): all Mocy's.
Selection varies by store.

Entire stock outerwear

save 30%-50%
Man's wlntar coots, topcoats,
rainwear,
wool
and
loathor
jackets at a savings. 38-46, S-XL.
Reg. $45 $475. sola 27.99-332.50
Men's (0102): all Macy's.
Selection vorles by store.

Entire stock men's rugbies

save 25%-50%

save 30%

save 25%

Moderate and better coat* In
traditional
and
contemporary
stylos. Full-length, pant coats and
casual length outerwear
Reg.
$75-5320. sal* 52.50-1 S*.75

Entire stack bolts In loathor.
fabric, moral Foil, velvet and sequin hats. Totes® umbrellas.
hats, and moral Rag. $5-$40,
sole3.50-$2l

By Gant and Christopher
Hoyes. Rag. $1 «-$34,
solo 13.50-S27

Misses Coats (055/70/169): all Mocy's.
Selection varies by store.

Accessories (054/40/64): all Mecy's.
Selection vorles by store.

Entire stock handbags

Silver, vermeil |ewelry

Men's (027): oil Mocy's.
Selection varies by store.

Thefts go
up before
a break
April McOelUn
staff reporter

With the end of the semester
approaching, many more book
and monetary thefts are being
reported at the University,
according to Dean Gerkens, associate director of Public
Safety.
"We have the r infest increase
in thefts right before Christmas,
but it always happens right before any break,'' Gerkens said.
"When it's close to finals, (students) don't need books anymore and people begin to steal
books and return them for
cash."
Gerkens said books, wallets
and money are key items stolen.
The main areas involved arc: the
library, bookstore cubby holes
and students' residence hall
rooms.
These thefts are a frequent
occurrence, but Gerkens said "I
have no idea why these thefts
increase. I would imagine they
need the money for Christmas
presents or money to get home
with, but it happens before everybreak," not just Christmas.
When backpacks are stolen,
they are usually recovered minus the contents.
"WE FIND them a day or two
days later," Gerkens said. "We
usually recover bookbags minus
the books or cash. If there is
cash they sometimes leave the
books and take the cash instead."
Gerkens suggests that students should demonstrate crime
prevention techniques to deter
"Students in the library
should keep contact with belongings," be added. "At the
bookstore, students should use
the lockers provided instead of
the cubbyholes."
He also said students should
always lock their rooms - even if
tbey only leave for a few minutes.
i there have not been
ilems with thefts from
—e halls over extended
breaks, Gerkens asked students
to take their most valuable possessions home over breaks.
"We haven't had problems
(with theft) recently. When students are gone we patrol the
dorms. But students should take
home stereos and small televisions over the break."

Happy Hour

HaCf%ur
Cold weather accessories

Woven sportshlrts

20%-40% off

save 20%-50%

save 50%

save 25%-30%

Ladles knit accessories. Knits in
acrylics, wools, blonds, and moral
Reg. $7 $20, sole S.eO-IH

Leather, vinyl and fabric
handbags. Clutches, hobos,
compartment bogs, moral Reg
17.99-$225, sal* M.M-I1B0
Handbags (D49/60J/SJ/112); all Macy's.
Cooch and Gucci handbags not Included In
sale. Selection vorles by store.

Entire stock sterling silver and
vermeil earrings and chains by

Entire

Accessories (017): all Macy's.
Selection varies by store.

famous makars Including Corla,
Samara and moral
Precious |ewel.» (062*) oil
Mocy's, Selection varies by store.

stock

heavyweight sport-

shirts In corduroys, quilted, wool
and moral Croat foil colors. Reg.
$24-552. sal* 15.99-34.99
Men's (039): all Mecy's.
Selection varies by store.

2-foM Thursday
at
Cht>

Pictiuc Place
Warm sleepwear and robes

Foundations

Famous maker knit tops

Men's cold weather knits

save 20%-30%

save 25%-40%

save 25%

save 25%

tras by Ball, Olga.
Playtex,
Maldonform and moral Buy 1.
sava 20%. Buy 2. sava 25%, Buy 3
sava 30% I R*g. $10 $19, sal*

Entire stock of missy and |unlor
warm sleepwear. Choose from
gowns, shirts, pajamas and robes.
Rag. $16 $80. sal* 9.59 $40
Sleepweor (0261/237): oil Macy's.
Selection vorles by store.

Boys' knit shirts by Progressions,
Campus and moral Assorted colors. Polyester/cotton bland. Slzas
4-20. Rag. $12-$25. sole $9-11.75

Entire Stock mufflers, scarves,
hats and caps by Christopher
Hayes,
Pandloton, and moral
Assorted colors and pattarns. Rag.
$10 $40. sale 7.50-$30

$7-13.30
Foundations (D26/442/236): oil Macy's.
Selection varies by store.

'

Action Shop (072/74): ell Mocy's.
Selection varies by store.

Men's (031): all Mecy's.
Selection vorles by store.

Children's sweaters

OshKosh playwear

Plush animals

Arrow dress shirts

save 25%-30%

save 25%

save 20%

save 20%

Chaos* from a wide selection of

Infant and taddlor tops, pants,
overalls and moral Also boys' and
girls' slzas 12-24 mos.. 2-4T, 046X.
B4-7.
Rag.
$12*20.
sal*
$•-14.50
Children's (061/65): all Macy's.
Selection vorles by store.

Salactad
plush
bears,
dogs,
Mickey
and
Minnie
Mousa,
Sasama Street characters and
moral Rag. $7-$40, sale 5.40-532
Children's (060): ell Macy's.
Selection varies by store.

Arrow Brigade button-down dross
shirts In cotton/polyester blends.

girts and boys holiday sweaters.
Acrylic swaatars in assorted colors. 6-24 mas.. 2-4T, 04-14, B4-20
R*g.$10-$28. sal*$7-$21
Children's (0*5/61/17/51/72/74):
all Mocy's. Selection varies by store.

Fitted styling. 14V4-17. 32-35. Rag.
$21. sola 14.80
Men's (D8): all Mocy's.
Selection vorles by store.

2
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PRICE OF
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Miniature musician
by Zora Johnson
reporter

Meredith Glinka is Vh years
old.
While many children her age
are at home watching Saturday
morning cartoons, she is at
Moore Musical Arts Center moving her "pretend" bow through
the air and chanting, "Up like a
rocket, down like the rain. Back
and forth like a choo-choo
train."
Meredith is one of 40 students
learning to plav the violin by the
Suzuki method. The program is
sponsored by the Creative Arts
Program. The Suzuki method is
taught by Lisa Zimmerman, a
1982 University graduate in music education.
According to Zimmerman, the
Suzuki concept was developed in
Japan by Shinichi Suzuki after
World War II.
Suzuki calls his method the
"mother tongue approach."
Children learn to play the violin

IBmBtt'S'B'B'SWVS'SV'BmBVS'BTiJ^

Applications to the School of $Lfe>
Nursing are available at the
college of Health & Community
Services

102 Health Center
8:00-5:00 M-F

in much the same way they
learn to talk - entirely by listening to and imitating teachers
and parents. Suzuki compares a
child's first note on the violin to
the first time he says "mom."
MEREDITH HAS one private
and one group lesson each week.
Each lesson begins with a bow.
Then, with her pretend violin"
- a cracker-Jack box - and her
"pretend bow" - a kindergarten
pencil - in playing position, she
stands motionless.
Zimmerman plays variations
of "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star"
and they tap out rhythms together. Finally Meredith picks
up a tiny "real" violin. After
several exercises with this instrument, the lesson ends as it
began, with a bow.
While Meredith does not actually play notes yet, she is developing an important technique,
Zimmerman said. "Students
must learn concentration before
they play a real violin."

BG News/Susan Cross

Steady!

Parental involvement is a
very important aspect of the
Suzuki method, Zimmerman
said.
"The parent must attend each
lesson because they need to
learn what the child is doing,"
she said. "They must be enthusiastic and encourage the child
to practice and listen to recordings."
SHE SAID it is not hard to
motivate children to practice.
"If you start children wnen they
are young, they don't mind practicing. They won't remember a
day when they did not play the
violin," Zimmerman said.
"Practicing becomes like brushing their teeth."
Janice Glinka, Meredith's
mother, said she tries to make
practicing fun. "We practice
together daily, but in small
Increments," she said. "We often try to make up play exercises. "
Meredith's reward for a good
practice session? Hugs and
Although some people criticize the Suzuki method because
students do not learn to read
music right away, Zimmerman
thinks it is a superior method of
learning.

(above) Meredith Glinka stares at
the sticker on her miniature violin
while balancing the violin with her
chin as part of a concentration
exercise.

End performance

"The program develops the
ear and places importance on
good tone," she said. "Suzuki
kids eventually learn to read as
well as anyone else. We just
concentrate on the basics before
we focus away from getting a
good sound."

(right) Lisa and Meredith bow to
each other after their lesson is
completed the same way Meredith
would bow after a- performance. Both Lisa and Meredith
stand on charts which show the
foot positions associated with
different aspects of performance.

-Glinka has two children involved in the Suzuki program.
She believes music is an important part of life and wants her
children to be exposed to it.
"We have no ultimate goal in
music for our children. But
unconsciously, I guess you
hope," she said.
BG Newj/Susan Crocs
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CONGRATULATES ITS NEW
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
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President
Vice President
Vice President of Rush
Treasurer
Eminent Correspondent
Eminent Recorder
Asst. Treasurer

Todd Evans
Matt Lucas
Dave Adamson
Tom Skarlinsky
Alex Barclay
Scott lmka|
Scott Barr

AND OUR JUNIOR EXECUTIVE...

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.
Before you burn out on
studying, pick up the
phone and call Domino's
Pizza. In just 30 minutes
we'll deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
No problem!

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

FREE SIX
PACK OF
COLA

Purchou any 16' pluo
w/ I Ham or mot. i
r.c*v. HtEE ,|,
pack of Coca-Cola

($3.48 value)
Fast, Pre* Dolivory"
1616 E. Wooitar
Phone: 332-1339

OFFMEXPIMS 12/21/M
One coupon por oroor

House Artist
Philanthropy
Asst. Pledge Educator
Pledge Educator
Asst. Rush
Chaplain
Alumni Relations
House Manager
Father's Day
Sound System
Ritual
Social Chairman
IFC Rep
Spirit & Greek Events
Wardens
Public Relations
House Improvements
Faculty Relations
Scholarship
Sports Chairman
Chronicler

Darren Hall & Jim Kronenberger
Sam Travalino
Sam Anderson
Henry Spieker
Jeff Lampson
Nick Rombes
Tom Palecak
Mike Lucke
Scott Mesel & Mike Roof
Mike Lucke & Skip Scott
Roger Stewart
Darren Hall & Nick Rombes
John Janssens
Skip Scott
Mike Sherlock & Mike Roof
Tom Jackse
Greg Buehler
Matt Ryder
Paul Krajewski
Perry Quick
John Stroszak

Elsewhere
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News Briefs

Nuclear winter possible
WASHINGTON (AP) - A "nuclear winter" of reduced temperatures and severe climate
changes resulting from atomic
warfare is a "clear possibility"
that should be taken seriously, a
National Academy of Sciences
study group said yesterday.
The committee of the academy's National Research Council
said that although it is not possible to accurately predict the
magnitude of these atmospheric
effects of a nuclear war, they
could be very severe.
The 18-month, $190,000 study
generally supported the nuclear
winter theory but stressed the
limitations of all computer models currently used to predict its
effects. The committee called
for an extensive research program to narrow these uncertainties, including developing better
atmospheric models.
"There is a clear possibility
that a major nuclear exchange
could produce enough smoke
and dust to cause severe temature drops over much of the
peral
Hemisphere," Dr.
Nort
George Carrier of Harvard Universify, the committee chairman, told a new? uriefing.
CARRIER SAID the effects

are likely to be more severe
northi of
i the Equator, but some
of the changescould affect the
Southern Hemisphere to a lesser
degree.
Aside from general cooling
from smoke and soot blocking
out sunlight In a nuclear winter,
there also is a possibility of a socalled "ultraviolet spring"
caused by chemicals created by
the explosions reducing the atmosphere's protective ozone
layer, he said. This would increase the amount of cancercausing ultraviolet radiation
from the sun reaching the
Earth's surface.
Although the panel said it was
impossible to make accurate
predictions about nuclear winter
effects, it did make interim estimates based upon a projected
case of half of the world nuclear
arsenal being detonated in a
general war.
The committee's baseline
case, which it said was a "credible" representation of a general '
nuclear war, assumed that 25,000 nuclear weapons totaling 6,500 million tons of explosive
force would be detonated.

shows a "clear possibility" that
the exchange would produce
enough smoke and dust to cause
severe temperature drops over
much of the Earth's northern
temperate zone, which includes
the United States, Europe and
much of the Soviet Union.
Computer models using the
committee's assumptions projected temperature reductions
of between IB degrees and 45
degrees. Temperatures returned to normal levels after
about six to 20 weeks, according
to these Drojections.
The 190-page report, commissioned by the Defense Department from the private research
organization, said there was
particular uncertainty about
now much smoke would be generated by city-wide fires following nuclear detonations and how
long those smoke particles
would remain in the air.

health of Ohio's 2.07 million students and 177,000
teachers and school employees.
The advisory committee said many Ohio school
districts are not complying with minimal federal
inspection and notification standards, it said.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
requires school boards only to Identify asbestos
hazards and notify teachers and PTAs. The proposed Ohio law calls for mandatory removal, with
enforcement, including the suspension of funding
to school districts found to be in violation by the
attorney general.

Truce called for Christmas, New Year holidays
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Salvadoran leftist rebels
yesterday announced a truce for the Christmas
and New Year holidays and said they would limit
their military activities to defensive purposes
during those periods.
A communique from the rebel leadership said
the decision was taken "as a sign of the disposition
to advance in the creation of conditions that might
favor the solution of the conflict by way of
logue and negotiation."

It said the truce would be in effect from midnight Dec. 23 until midnight Dec. 26 for Christmas
and from midnight Dec. 30 until midnight Jan. 2.
The announcement was made in a joint communique from the general command of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front, the
umbrella group for guerrilla factions fighting the
U.S.-supported Salvadoran government, and the
executive committee of the Democratic Revolutionary Front, the guerrillas' political ally.

No one faces cancer alone.
Call u v

Carousel
Beauty Shop

AMERICAN CANCB) SOCKTY

r WE CURL UP AND
DYE FOR YOU

Wednesday is 1/2 price
pizza day

♦ L

tamontd l^roductiond...

COLUMBUS (AP) - A State Education Department advisory committee says 90 percent of
Ohio's 4,700 schools contain cancer-causing asbestos and that "significant quantities" are now
flaking or will be soon.
The advisory committee released its findings in
recommending Monday that the State Education
Department spend $200 million in the next two
years for asbestos removal. The money would be
used to match local funds for asbestos removal.
The 12-member committee said past efforts to
remove asbestos are insufficient to protect the

I

THE PANEL said this case

a

90 percent of Ohio schools still contain asbestos

$5 HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS

Wednesday Only - Good Inside Only
352-3551

Ask for Peggy Or Susan
Braiding Styles Available
140 £ WOMNr, 352-OWO
Moo S»t 8-5:30, Thi»». Ml S p.m

♦
♦
♦
^Molidau Special
♦
"STRIPPING SANTA" ♦♦
♦
Featuring Phil Wildes!
♦
A great gift!
♦
353-1023

3REDKEN

12(2K84

NEXUS

rJjanclnq
ancina Uetei
Ueleqrami lor all occaiioni

^

Student Recreation Center
BREAK HOURS
Effective: Dec. 15-23, Dec. 26-31,
Jan 2-13

# also available through fact-line

r<

Center
Cooper
Club
Lift
Family 7-17
Under 7

noon-9 p.m.
noon- 2, 5-8 p.m.
1-8 p.m.
$3 anytime
noon-9 p.m.
1-8 p.m. (Club Pool
Only)
note: SRC will be closed Dec. 24, 25 and Jan
1, 1985

OWtREY
CLUE tj

Tuesday. Wednesday
WE'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER
Add a personal touch lo your phones with

m

Phonc-IDtni'" by )&(. Fcrrara. For home or

INSATIABLE

office—we'll engrave your initials and
number on a sleek, precious metal plaque with
self-adhesive hacking that makes installation a
snap Phoncl-Dent measures %" x 17."
and fits most phones They make unique hostess

and business gifts
In sterling silver

Dec.

N. MAI1

> COVER

Happy Holidays

16.95

In sterling with raised l iK gold Initials
In l*K K«ld
.
I'rm'i im liiilv rajRWJ INK

12*13

T

$24.95
$79.95

^& $ I OFF

Jf.*fLHY>IO»fc

128 N. Main

1
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Food Operations Management and Full-time Staff wish the following Student Employees a
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Downtown

■SALE

THIS COUPON ENTITLES HOLDER TO $1 OFF
ITEMS BELOW OR ANY OTHER REGULARLY PRICED
LP OR PRERECORDED TAPE IN STOCK.
Good thru Dec. 24, 1984

Sports
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Surprising cagers host undefeated Akron tonight
losses and not bother showing up
at the Carrier Classic.
But no one was laughing after
the Falcons' strong showing in a
loss to highly touted Lamar and
a win over Maine. Bowling
Green, now 3-1, continues to
befuddle basketball experts with

by Tom Reed
sports reporter
Prior to leaving for Syracuse,

N.Y., last Thursday, many
joked that John Weinert could
save a lot of travel expense
money by just phoning In the two

its surprisingly swift start.
Tonight, the Falcons win try
to build on their early success
when they host Akron at S in
Anderson Arena.
"I don't think many expected
us to be doing this well," BG
head coach weinert said. "I
didn't think we'd do this well,
but it's a credit to our kids."
Against the Zips, who are 2-0,
Weinert will again use a revolving door line-up with emphasis
on inserting youth to gain expe^we will continue to experiment with the lineup," Weinert
said. "We'll play a lot of people
and try to get our youngsters

ready for the MAC (Mid-American Conference) season."
So far Weinert's line-up tinkering has allowed several inexperienced ball players to make
solid contributions.
SINCE SENIOR point guard
Brian Miller was moved to wing,
Al Thomas has come off the
bench to do a fine job directing
BG's attack. While Thomas has
sparked the offense, freshman
guard Jeff Shook has blossomed
into a defensive specialist.
Underneath, freshman Steve
Martenet and sophomore Mike
Maleske, who weren't expected
to see much action, have been
the workhorses at the center

position.
While Miller and Keith Taylor
have done the majority of the
scoring, Weinert said the proas of the youngsters, includstarting freshman Anthony
binson, 11 PPG, has played a
big part in BG's early season
success.
While youth has aided the Falcons, experience is the key for
the Zips as first year coach Bob
Huggins has 11 letterman at his
veinert said 6-7 senior Bryan
Roth, 13.5 ppg, and 6-2 junior
James Merchant, 17.5 ppg,
played very well in a 91-90 loss to
BG last year.

"James Merchant Is a solid all
around ball player and Roth
killed us last year with his rebounding." Weinert said.
In thefr two wins over Western
Illinois and Ashland CoUge, the
Zips have rebounded well. This
worries Weinert since the Falcons are ranked ninth in the
MAC In rebounding.
WITH THEIR size, the Zips
offense is centered around the
forwards. Weinert said UA will
ri the ball around the perimelooking for an open big man
underneath.
BG's men's game will be preceded by a BG-UA women's
contest which will start at 5:30.

Georgetown still number one
With professional haircare
accessories from Fiesta!

Wonder Wand
Curling Irons
995

CHICAGO (AP) - College basketball's top two teams - No. 1
Georgetown, winner of 16
straight games over two seasons
and the defending NCAA chamElon. and runner-up OePaul -are
eading for a showdown Saturday.
Georgetown, which raised its
record this season to 5-0 with an
82-46 thrashing of Nevada-Las
Vegas last Saturday in a nationally televised game at Land-

High & low heal. Lingr
prool swivel cords 5/8"
<ndV4* barrel 1/2'barrel
iron 8 95

Private Party

Wonder
Wind
Blow Dryers
lO.

over. Md., in its first test against
a Division I team, dominated
this week's Associated Press
poll.
The Hoyas received 63 of 64
first-place votes and 1.279 points
from a national panel of sports
writers and broadcasters in retaining the top spot.
DePaul, also W), and which
travels to Landover to face the
Hoyas in another nationally televised contest Saturday, col-

Downtown 136 S. Main
352-2596
Featuring:

itt

Two speeds, lour heats, extra long cord
and hangins rmj 1600 Waits.. .21.95

AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS
Dairy 8-8; Sal. 8-6
Sun. 10-5

832 S. Main

Pf

'ism
HAIR FASHIONS
Hi

(Next to Lane Drugs)
352-9763
We Lte, RaGommnd & Red

&REDKEN
Skfan HWBrfrfei Hat rVxfcck

Nick Beat & The Beatnicks
Fri., December 14, 1984
8:30 p.m. Reisling Room
Buy Your Tickets Now!
Tickets available at Kaufman's
"All VIP Passes from Little Otis & the
Upsetters & Nick Beat valid served on first
come first basis"
"Joel Lipman, artist, Tim Seewer will be
displaying his works"
"Tickets available 7 p.m. Friday
NO sales at the door

lected the other first-place vote
and 1,188 points to hold second
place.
Duke, 54, following a 7845
victory over Virginia in an Atlantic Coast Conference game
last weekend, moved from
fourth place to third with 1,059
points, 14 ahead of St. John's.
THE REDMEN followed a
pair of one-point victories over
St. Bonaventure and Fordham
with a 7741 triumph over Rutgers Sunday, but slipped to fourth
place with 1,045 points.
Memphis State, 44, defeated
UCLA 86-70 Saturday and remained fifth with 987 points.
Illinois, 9-1. received 960 points
and moved up one place from
last week's poll, as did Southern
Methodist, 44, Washington, 44,
and North Carolina State, 54.
Syracuse, 44 and 12th in last

week's poll, completed the Top
Ten.
SMU had 865points, Washington 790, North Carolina State 779
and Syracuse 605.
Louisville, which lost starting
guard Milt Wagner because of a
fractured foot Dec. 1, was
beaten 7344 by Louisiana Tech
in last Friday's opening round of
the Wendy's Classic. The loss
dropped the Cardinals from
sixth to 14th in the poll.
Indiana, which defeated Kentucky 8148 on national television
Saturday, but lost to Notre
Dame 7443 during the week, fell
from 11th to 16th, and NevadaLas Vegas, 1-2, which was humiliated by Georgetown,
dropped from the Top Twenty
and was replaced by Michigan,
54. last season's National Invitation Tournament champion.

Panel Discussion
on Alternative
Legal Careers
Judge G. Williamson
Attorney Robert Maurer
Thomas Bamburowski, Referee
Ellen Jones, Quality Assurance
of Children Services

1

December 12,1984
8:00 p.m.
359 Education Bldg.

B.G.S.U.
SKI CLUB
is having a ski care
demonstration done by
Steve White.
Mandatory for all members and
condo sign-ups for Utah.
Tonite -Wednesday, Dec. 12th

•

I'TF

^ W*M W

^

Sponsored by: Phi Alpha Delta and Pre-law Society^

rfr*-3»»-tWJ»* fri N fr* S^ fo. N-4* ^fr*>*-fr>r>*-fct-'

GRADUATE STUDENTS
The MBA Assn. & G.S.S.
cordially invite you to a
HOLIDAY PARTY
Thursday, Dec. 13
9:00-Midnight
at Kaufmans, 163 S. Main
Hot & Gold Hors d'oeuvres
Wine Beer Punch Provided
Jazz Trio to Supply Music
$2.50 admission at the door

Celebrate With Us

Little Caesars
This Holiday Season
With

I

% Little Crass •* (§) Little OtfflB '
fowling Green I 2 M!?TI,P,"M -iuy •""UrB# Pta"Pta" !

112 Mercer St.
I
WIW1 3 HMI»
l4,«»*..LorfofCmiyfc... |
«~«*«^>»"~'*!>«»«•.)■
for only $7.75
■
« M ortof. 0**
■
354-6500
, otl»f VWM w«h Coupon. I o*. «M .*•«»«. c^o* I

YOUR TEAM
PLAYS HERE!
Dec. 12 vs. Akron
Women 5:30 / Men 8:00
Dec. 15 vs. Morehead St.
8:00 p.m.
Dec. 18 vs. Princeton

8:00 p.m.

FALCONS!
WEAR ORANGE * WEAR ORANGE

2

.................... I
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Christmas gifts you cannot buy
The time of the year is once
again upon us for the joy of gift
giving. And though no force
less than St. Nick himself
could make miracles of no
small proportion come true, if
his power were invested in me,
this is what I would give to the
sporting world:
• A packed Doyt Pery
Stadium next fall for athletic
director Jack Gregory and
coach Denny Stolz. All
members of the athletic
department have asked for
this one for years - with no
luck.
• A new basketball arena for
John Weinert and his Falcons
apart from the rest of the
physical education classes.
Weinert has a hard time
recruiting in an arena filled
with badminton nets and
air born birdies.
• A new general manager for
the Portland Trailblazers after
he passed up a chance to draft
rookie sensation Michael
Jordan - now of the Chicago
Bulls - in favor of injuryridden Sam Bowie.

• To the University of
Toledo: the use of Bowling
Green quarterback Brian
McClure for the upcoming
California Bowl. They really
need this one, so 111 have it
rushed to Fresno, Calif, for the
Dec. 15 game. If it doesn't
arrive, UNLV could have a
field day.
• NFL football games only 58
minutes long since the

Cleveland Browns lose most of
their games after the twominute warning. (A winning
team hi Cleveland is too much
for Santa to grant Fans will
have to consult higher
authorities.)
• A new hair stylist for
Olympic star Carl Lewis.
Aerodynamics can only go so

far, Carl. And if his stocking is
big enough, an actual singer's
voice. If not, a request - no
plead - to go back to strictly
running.
• A "Give me a chance"
clause on UCLA basketball
coach Walt Hazzard's contract
since the first year coach will
be out after one more showing
like the Bruins had against
DePaul recently.
• High heeled cleats for 5-9
Boston University
quarterback Doug Flutie so
the media will get off his back
about his height. Also, to be
drafted by a team that will
{take full advantage of his
talents.
• Speaking of getting off
backs, to the boxing world I
give complete freedom from
those members of the
American Medical Association
who insist on banning the
sport. Boxers have the right to
step into the ring and get
pounded.
• An expanded BG Ice Arena
so everyone can enjoy Falcon
hockey.
• A New York Yankee

actually worth the millions
George Steinbrenner is dishing
out
• Better yet a stop to the
runaway spending by the
baseball and football leagues.
Or a lousy year for baseball's
newest millionaire Bruce
Sutter so franchises will think
twice before offering such a
contract.
• A front row seat for Bob
Uecker.
• A win for Jim Brown over
Franco (three yards and out of
bounds) Harris and then an
end to all the nonsense
surrounding the Brown
challenge.
• And finally, a little respect
for one of my favorite sports,
pro wrestling. And a Wresting
Federation championship belt
to Sergeant Slaughter.
Slaughter represents what
America is all about from
eating apple pies for breakfast
to wanting to destroy the
Russian, Nikoli Volkolf.

IM champs travel
to New Orleans
The Bowling Green intramural flag football champions will
travel to New Orleans over
Christmas break to play in the
national tournament.
The tournament hosted by
Bodweiser, will feature 45 men's
teams and 25 women's teams in
its sixth year.
Tbeta Chi fraternity, along
with a few players from fellow
fraternities, will represent BG.
Play begins Dec. 29 and will run
through Dec. 31.
The Theta Chi's have been
able to raise $700 to help defray
the cost of travel and accomodations.
Icera nationally ranked
The Bowling Green hockey
team moved into the top ten in

WWBWWWWWWWWWB

SEE OUR NEW LOOK!
LOCKER ROOM SPORTING
GOODS

All of this would represent a
merry Christmas for all, and
all a better sporting world.

Uatam

r

won three Turner Cup playoff
championships.
The team's general manager,
Jerry Francis, announced yesterday morning that Garvin
would take over from Tony Piroski, a former Toledo goaltender whose first coaching
experience this year produced a
7-14-4 record.
Garvin's first game as coach
will be Wednesday night against
Kalamazoo. Francis said he had
no plans to keep Piroski in the
organization, adding that more

changes will be made soon in the
team's on-ice roster and off-ice
administration.
GARVIN SAID be will bring
back the kind of rugged hockey
traditionally favored by Toledo
fans -a style that was sometimes referred to as "roller
derby on ice" when Garvin led
the team from the 1974-75 to
1978-79 seasons.

"I think you beat a club up for
the first period and then you
beat them in the second and
third period," Garvin said of his
philosophy. "But unfortunately,
hockey is getting away from it
The commissioners wear lace
pants. They've never played a
hockey game in their life, half of
them. They don't know what
puts people in buildings. I do."

MEADOWV1EW COURT

Imports and Cjifti

109 N. Main

Phone 352.7197
Variety and Selection under one roof
AJj Glassware 30Vo off AJ1 Sweat Pants $7.50
All Wood Items 30% off AJ Hooded Tops $12.50
AH Pottery 30% off
AJI Shoes in stock 20% off
AJI Timex Watches 50% offStadium seats 30% off

Struggling Goaldiggers rehire Garvin
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - The
International Hockey League's
Toledo Goaldiggers, losing at
the box of.'ice and on the ice, are
firing their rookie coach to rehire former mentor Ted Garvin,
who says he won't tolerate "lace
pants" hockey.
Garvin said at a news conference yesterday morning that his
team will come back with the
feisty, physical style that made
the Goaldiggers a hit during his
earlier five-season tenure with
the club, during which Toledo

the nation with two victories
over Illinois-Chicago last weekend.
After a sluggish start the Falcons, defending national champions, captured tenth in the most
recent WMPL poll.
BG is currently on a five-game
winning streak, including two
consecutive sweeps over UIC
and Miami on successive weekends.
The streak has pulled BG into
sole possesion of second place in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association, behind Michigan
State.
The Falcons, 9-9 overall (9-7 in
the CCHA) travel to Big Rapids,
Mich, to play a two-game series
with CCHA toe Ferris State this
weekend.

Register for hourly drawings from 4-9, Fri. and Sat,
until Xmas. Refreshments provided.
(WWWWWlft

£raHt'ft Ptaflq Special
We'll deliver...
while you study for exams...
Taste a better

C'mon Pizza Lovers!

wk*
A pizza

214 Napoleon Rd.

WELCOME TO OUR OPEN HOUSE

352-1195

Apartments
available:
for Second Semester
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Mq.Dccafcritt

1 Unfurnished
Efficiency

1 Furnished
Efficiency
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feOrtkltertrflKBaktaBid
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Bowling Green Covenant Church (formerly Chans Community Church) a ■
nugdiaL KodmKoinatkioal fellowship that was started in Bowling Green in
1971. The Church aspires to proclaim and demonstrate the gospel of Jens Christ
and Ffis lore for all people through the power of the Holy Spirit
We warmly welcome you to attend our Worship Service as weO, which begins
each Sunday at 9:30 ajn. (Sunday School and Nursery Care provioed.)
For further informatwn call J5t«40.

200/month

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

landlord pays gas
tenant pays electric

2 bdrm.

1 Bdrm.
Furnished Apt.

Unfurnished Apt.

•250/month

•270/month

Iron««yWOT owilobk MM tout Chopri

Tenant pays gas ^
and electric
's

All utilities paid
'-—. 1

»

=j

CALL
354-3935

EXTENDED DELIVERY HOURS
5p.m. - 2a.m.
"Dec. 10 - 21"

8

•225/month

9 o.m. Snm meting

300
E. Wooater St.
BOWLING GREEN

—

FREE BREADSTICKS
WITH ANY
DELIVERED ORDER
Not valid WJU olh.r
coupon! or dlftrouau.

EXPIRES: 12/21/84
3544935
.V44i''KjHipnV »"■■ •"

CHR6TMAS LIST

DOGGIE BONES FOR MURPH
BGSU SWEATSHIRT FOR SUE
FALCON T-SHIRT FOR ANN

$

F
v>
L_XTRA V—XASH

WOULD BE NICE?

LD. 's required

Bring in your used books to the
University Bookstore
Student Services Bldg.
Dec. 12-21 8:00a.m.-5:00p.m. M-FR.
SAT. 9-6 Closed Sunday.

—

•1.00 OFF

MAKING A LIST.
CHECKING IT TWICE
THINKING HOW
PURKE RAIN FOR JOHN

COUPON

. _ -COUPON

2.00 OFF

—I

Any 10" or 12"
Medium Pizza-Deepdish. Hand-Tossed or
Monster at regular
price.

Any 14", 16" or 20"
Large Pizza Deep
dish. Hand Tossed or
Monster at regular
price.

V.lldSpm li>>
d.ll v.rtd oroeri only. Nol
valid with ottor coupon, of
discounts.

ValtdSp.m 2a.m. on
delivered order-, only Not
valid with other rouponi or
diteount.

EXPIRES: 12/21/84
354-3935
Snhk' K*mv"iV IMJII

EXPIRES: 12/21/84
354-3935
'Smlt KiniyriS Actta-H

Capital
Gain.
Time and again,
WMl'vc lK-.ir»J II S.IK,.
" In make HMriKA. >(Hi have
In have iimney

Thoinitfih, >«u hmctii j
kntm him iHnnvmanv)
hri'my MM can dunk ah.*,,
making n*nv.
Iliats v\hv mn .,IKJ
II*HV people a-v joining »V
l\ivnJl Siiuiuis Him to hm
I .S. Saving IfaNtdv Unit
I «a\. a hlllc ivt.tkvitfmi ill
| each p;i\ check auhMiialkdlvl
In no time, vmi'llhave
I CIMK14I1 U.IIHK|.,I- aitvAx car. I
».rcl.ikJ\ctliica[i.>.i. even a|
| Jrvani v.iealttHi.
\Miale\er\.Hi save |lir.
Montis .uv UH. saleM. sure si
.mi} <"gainciprtal.

ASSISTANT

EDITOR
Downtown Detroit reference
book publisher is seeking
editonal candidates to do
research and wnling lor our
books Required is a
Bachelor's Degree m
English with training and
interest in contemporary
literature Also required are
proofreading skills ano
typing skills ol 35 wpm
Salary starts at $800Vmo
with periodic increases and
a comprehensive benefit
program Please send
resume, transcripts |il
available! along with literary
nonreturnable rolieoe paper
(not poetry 01 short story) to
Publisher
PO Box 2629
Dept l
Detroit Ml 48231

Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F

Classifieds
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ARC YOU

Dec 12. 1W4

* mn or wen MAT* ROCK

t ROLL. SOCIETY? DISCOUNTS TO AU

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Journalism aae)ars -.d anyone «■ Irner"« In wrMIng for the USO Newalerler
spring wmir pre* up an application In
the USO office US Student Services 12-S
Mini 1M4.
Kant Tel CM Chuan t (word plays DemonMraNoil * llHommton DK 11. 7:30pm UCF
CM* JU Thurettn.

ATTENTION: AU FOUNDER* Snl TRtJU>
WAY 11-CJ RESfDENTS. THERE WILL M A
REUNION SAT. DEC. 1SI*. MEET AT FOUNOER* LOwSY/lOUNOE AT 7:00 Pet, THEN ON
TO SUNDANCE FOR A RAfTTY, RARTY,
PARTY, TO SAT OUR LAW OOOD*YE*III
Buy a cemeeon tor • Hand and waft mam good
luck or buy a buMon and snow how you rawly
toal about fuels Coma to lha Union Foyar thai
i mru Friday fl 30-4 30

AH •(■W'HMMMI MlfOFS •Ofl tWyOfM *MC# Intereeted In writing tor the USO Mianliltar
spring lamaalar. pick up an aooHcclton In
lha USO oflica 405 Student SerWcee 12-5

CHIOMEQASI
Put on your thinking caps
and atudy, aludy. atudy for faecal

Tonight- Chrtaam In Communication w* ba
having a maating and Speaker Opan lo all 106
South Hal 5 30pm

CnnatmaaSak.
Falcon Houee
opan a 9 S Sunday
140 E Wooeter

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Cm leather tight lecket left In Sam B's
S75 reward
Cal 378-4348. aak tor SBCVC
Found A pair ol glaaaae m a burgundy case m
Iron! of BA Blog Cal 372-38, 1
FOUND One gold dog wearing a bright orange
coear Phone 352-2810

RIDES
Fade desperately needed to MentorPeinesvee
area Friday the 14th W* pay up to $10 Cat
Mark at 372-6701.

SERVICES OFFERED
QMAT Preparation Available
Stanley H. Kaplan Ed. Ctr.
531-3701
Fouta Typing, excellent quality. S1 page. DS
on campua pick-up 4:10 pm M-F Call Mrs.
Foula 6W-2S7S.
DJ and SUPER SOUNO SYSTEM lor PARTIES.
DANCES. FORMALS Cal STEVE. S35-08S6
or 242 4682
RUTHtES SEWING 1 ALTERATIONS
Hemming new skirts A dresses Letters sewn
on Garments musl be clean 352-7268
TUCKER TYPING t WORD PROCESSING
Al your typing needs
Nancy 352-0809

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-256-7769

PERSONALS
AtwayselSundancall
Long I Hand lead Tea
11.50

WED.
MC
Ma
i£"i

,

Frees Btcttc At.ra

fcJi
Nude AarotHcr.1 Wei. not reefy, but the Picture
Place at lha Student Union Is ea*ng rim for
S1.76 (35mm. 110-126 Dew. 100 ASA 24
emji and there something to dance about'

CM.
Get psyched tor Irraaaonl Don't target those
dean wtme unrjccll Love, Barb.
DaraaNe Oteksyk:
Thanks tor being Has beat roommate Too
bad we all aren't Ukranlan Uke you t UN. !
Una ye I KatW
Dear etc *•« lark 4 lag Bad Bob
I lust wanted lo tall you
Congratulations on your levellerlngt
I wish you both Die beet ol kjekl
Loae checye, Carolyn
DM*
Wei us the end ol the semester and krvale w*
be upon us on Monday. Than it's only a matter
ol days untl we're gone You better atudy hard
and do good on your reals' (watch her Chrte) I
hope I can see you New Year's Eve but II not fl
aee you next year.
I love you, Andy
PS- Did you axe your 'Flowers tor Fanes'?
DO YOURSELF a A FRIEND A FAVOR' LOSE
WEIGHT A EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR THE
HOLIDAYS ATTEND A 40 MINUTE HEALTH
AND NUTRmON PRESENTATION DECEMBER
6 AND 13 AT 8:00pm UNIVERSITY HALL,
ROOM 200 LOSE UP TO 29 Da PERMONTH
WITH AU NATURAL HEALTH PROGRAM NO
FEES-NO OBLIGATION
OZSueen
CONGRATULATIONS
Happy Hokdays
Love. Ff Res

Rtok WNchar
Good luck on your llnals, I know you'll do
great! I hope you have a wonderful Christmas
* a* your Christmas wishes gel luttlHedl I'm
looking torwerd to apendlng New Year's with
you again this year. Thanks tor making so
mery ol my days happy days over the last
yaw and on* halt!! Merry Christmas. Honlll
Love you, JoAnn
Ruoaol BGSU swede- orange, brown, new
purple - many others Gffts tor the hoadays
Lake Erie Sports open M S
Ski base, ear muffs, gtoveo. down veata
- wide selection now el
Lake Erie Sports Open tl 8
Slave Hulfmen
Thanks tor a great time leal Frtdeyl
Lace. Banna
Slocking Stuffers at the Falcon Houee. Ear
Muffs, sweats. Ragwood gloves, scarfs A beta
Much more Open IS 9 « Sunday.

Gel BGSU Mom a Ded SweaUhlns
alJeens N Ttunga 531 Fudge
Open N 6 pm lontgni
Marino trouble finding tickets tor Friday's
kkek Beat Rock 1 Roll Party? Call 352-6M5.
9 aw noon

F. roonanala needed spring
111*75 mo. uteHee Included
6011.

Joe. Thanks for (he party' And thanks lor the
cake1 But when it comes to 'TueYtg time"Saturday was great"
Coaeen
real.
Thanks lor a great time date. The Cambean
Cruise was a succeas"
Jennifer

WINTER SPECIAL

semester.
Cal 364-

T-8H»TTS • * T-SHWTS ■ ■ T-SHrRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE, OUAUTY, GUARANTEED
WIZARO GRAPHICS, 364 3098
NICK BEATS PRIVATE HOCK AND ROLL
PARTY eaatet*. FOR MORE INFO 362-4H8.

(SI
Paying 16* a pound lor aluminum Pop and Beer
cane BG Jayceea Recycling Center. Pee Rd
(By the Airport) Open Sal. Dec 8 and 22
9:00-2 00 For adomonal Info Cal 362-6448
Coaccl Cans and eat open.
EXAM SPECIAL- 117.** PER NrOHT
BEST WE.TERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL
Sundey-Thuraday (apace avail, basin
carry check lo a late cneck^Mn
FREE COFFEE
Advance Reearveftona 1624(71
REO VALID M STUDENT ID AT CK-IN

Sundance Preaentsll
112 price appeluera
Every Sun-Thurs. tOpm-tam
Thanka to al who attended the
Greek Week Spaghetti Dinner!
Your support la greatly appreciated!

Greek Week 85
The beat aj yel lo coma
The eletere of Alpha XI Dells would Hke to
congratulate Maria Johnson and Keith
Boeacawen on their AYD-EX U.aUerlng.
Love, Your XI Slstara.

TODAY b) THE LAST DAY FOR *EWN ON
LETTERING FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
•• LAKE ERSE SPORTS "
To my pccudotoornrrccce end Caroana:
rm glad you're my budraae and I hope yea have
a great X-Mea. fa be down to vM so you can't
gal rk) me that eeeey
Love ya. Jonnlfof

Guntore
Hart
From: Oixon (Esq)
Thanka tor everything
I love you d
PS. Prrjtrurjng upa
To the Alpha CM Omega pledges:
Od reedy for a greet week, lopped oft by
going Ncophylel It's been a long hard battle.
We're proud of yeu aH.
Leva, The AX_ Actives
Your source for sports introducee Ektelon's
new oversize racquetud racquei Great new
gut Hac! Lake Erie Sports Open a 8
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.559-$50.553/yeer
Now hiring Your area
Cd I ■805-687-8000 Eat. R-9849

UAO k) looking lor
A CABARET DIRECTOR
Cd 372-2343

13 In. On*
lt»m Pino

■ Lefts ••
Are now being renteL a,»d sold
for soring semester
For Intormatlon cell 352-343I
The Loft Construction * Storage Service

pEfer

ATTENTION SKIERS
2 sects avaaabie for Ski Club's
Trip to Utah REDUCED PRICE- must ad
Cd 372-1330 lor debate

MALE ROOMMATE: FOR HM PLUS ELECTRICITY FOR trnmo KM., YOU CAN SUBLEASE A GREAT APARTMENT. CAU CHRIS
M+eti*.

Gradueeng Senior Uguktaim Sale- Yamaha
Receiver ( Speakers 150 00 6 loot bar with
speaker, stereo end Ights that flesh with mualc
$65. B loot newly redone hardwood frame
couch $80 364-2146.

Non-smoking mote roommate needed lor spring
semeeler Summer opoonal Rent la $80 plus
Mednc Cal 364-7716
Female rocrfanaas needed to sublaaaa apartment tor eprtng aomeotor. Located vary doce
k) campus In new buauaig 354-7677

- Chrtaban Witness T-Shtta
7-screen, exduarvefy deeigried
For more Ho, cd 364-1412

1 tomato up—neks needed la share apt. tor
llOOfmo plus electric.
I Calf 354-7510.

79 Camera 6 cyl crulea. PS. PB. good MPG.
low mace, fjal tuned, new paint, no rust, needs
no work 362-9230

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE ANO SHARE ONE BEDROOM APART
CLOSE TO CAMPUS UNBEATABLE PRICE
S100/MO PLUS LIGHTS CAU 364 6669.

Urague Chrtetrnes Glfta Christian action figurea, including Jesus (10.00). Seffleon
(10 00). 0evld«GollBth(15 00| Each cornea
with ceaaenatapa and story Cd 352-1279

Need one male to sublsaas apt tor eprtng cam
Very doce to campua. Cal 364-2203.
One or two roommetea needed rnmedartoV for
E Wooator residency Female nonemokers
Cal now 364-131*.

FOR RENT
Nice 2 bdrm apt for rent Spring Semester New
carpel Ctose lo campus S225/mo

0# tptKsit 0<y IW*10«M: l Of 2 M fOOTHMsneM lOf

spring ssmiMsr. Depoefl end el elaeSM
ezoept etocfrlc odd. Cat! m-eet>4

LUXURIOUS EFFICIENCY APT. FOR RENT
SPRING SEMESTER. JUST ONE BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. llvO INCLUDE* ALL UTILITIES. SMALL, SUT PRIVATE. NEW FRIDGE.
BUT NO STOVE. CAN USE HOT PLATE. OR
EAT ON CAMPUS. HALF FUBNISHED CORNER OF N. COLLEGE ANO FRAZEE, A LOB
SHOT FROM TENNIS COURT*. CALL 2-2601
ANO ASK FOR MIKE. IF I'M NOT THERE
LEAVE NAME ANO NUMBER.

Pamela iiKMieriasie needed to chare one bedroom apl Rent S135 00 al utMee nduded
Can move In now Cd 363-1877
Normal M roommate needed
lor eprtng aemester S93 plus uasbaa
on Frazee Ave Cal 364-8028
Nnkata iBoaeaajei waadad to aubkaaea apt.
vary nice apt. close to campua. S110 a
month Call 151-7671.
.

One female needed lo sublease sharp apt . for
2nd cam Own bedroom, compl furnished
Utaties Included Onty 130/mo Cd 3847668

WANTED F roomie tor apt In Mce houee
acroes Irom South Hal S150. mo. uM included

3524438

Roomrnetee needed- spring aemceler. Greet
location 1/2 block horn campua Pieces cd
364 7386
Veage Green Apartments accepting iseess lor
Spring i Fd semesters Cd between 12:00
end 6:00 pm 354-3533
Apt. to sublaaaa. 2-4 person apl. Campus
Manor Cd after 5 30 pm 354-3134.

ItoMCewiotc. no pref. Private room. Great
location- 100 yards from Library. 1204 E.
Wooelcr. 162-27*1.
Female roomrnate needed tor spring acmes
tor. Buff Apia. Cell 162-0244

L.iurtouery fern. 2 bedroom apt
close to campus Is looking tor a lemale
roommate tor spring semeeler. ONLY
$126fmo. Carl 164-1*67.

WANTED
Roommate needed for spring semester.
$115/mo. d utj Included, own room Cd
today at 364-8973
WANTED MALE ROOMMATE
NEXT SEMESTER. CLOSE TO CAMPUS

354-8962

DALLAS BOUNO!
In del pel etc need of f. roommate'
FANTASTIC APT. on Thurslin
Ctoee to campua! Rent negotiable
We're fuel DYING to meet you! 354-8880
NEEDED: Nonamoking F roommate lor Spring
Sam. SseOfeem pka elect (heel nek)) Uac B

364-8*39.
Mass roommate needed tor 2nd semester to
ahare wan 3 Heat pak) 6 rccsonaCIS rent.

Female roommate needed to sublease apart
menl tor Spring Sem. Own room with double
bed Cd 362-7961

Editorial typist needed tor BO News. Must be
Iree lam lo 1pm Thuradays. Proficient typing
skills required, previous VDT eiperlencc
preferred, but not necessary. Apply at student Emptoymcm.

3-4 people to eubteeee ept
2 Icrge bdrms. 1 full bath phis extra sink
Pay tor phone end gas
oaK 162-74**

Part-Time
9 am 2 pm and 4 pm-B pm
Earn extra each now!
Pleasant offices tor lelerreyketlng work.
EnthualaoBC araludaa can earn over
$100 per week Apply 10-4 178 W Wooeter

Need 1 a 2 terrace students lo fl apte 2nd
semester necr campus for Ift or more rrlormaBon Cd 352-7366
RENTING FOR 1*6646 YEAR
Tarn bdrm., lurn. apt. Heat, water and cable
l.v. hook-up paid by owner. $660/person/4
people. Good tocettonl Ccl 352-7112. Ask tor
Reap.

Progressive company seeking ambittous Indivtdual lor summer employment Excebcnl expenence tor lha buaHoea rranded Individual
pursuing a bualnaec degree Wa) Involve the
ujoirJfKillon of outlnge end special events
Mkvmum of two years ol undergraduate atudy
and flexible hours a muat Send peraonal
nlormalion or recume to Geaugc Lake Peraonnel Dept. 1080 Aurora Rd. Aurura. OH
44202.

Apt. lor rant thai Spring. Two bedroom, turn
apt Heal, water and cable I v. paid tor. Laundry
facOttes, parking lot and bike storage provided
$540/semeeterrw/4 persons Cd 352 7182.
ecfctorrcoh.
2/3 bdrm houee tor rent Irnmeolatety,
or 2nd cam. Partial uttMee.
352-6992- Keep trying

KEEP WARM ANO KEEP 3 ROOMMATES
COMRANYI F. NEEDED FOR SPRING
10i.2Slmo (INCLUDES HEAT) MAY RENT
PAIOI 354-1474.

PRIVATE 8LEEPINQ ROOMS
SPRING SEMESTER
Private Entrance * Bath All utilities paid.
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA Across
heel Herchman- Can 362-4671

Close lo campus 354 8890
M ROOMMATE NEEDED SPRING SEMESTER REDUCED TO $1O0,'MO FIELD MANOR
APTS MUST RENT CAU 354-8674
Wanted: one or two women to chare home on
Troupe. Peta and amoklng okay.
Cd 364-8469
3 Gate need roommate Comer of Firth I Elm
tor Spring Semester Cd ua anytime: 3548383

Roommate needed lor SpringJSummer
Apt Comer of S Coaege a Napoleon,
near drive-thru Reeaonable Cd Don
or Damon 354-8141.

FOR SALE

2 female roommates needed 2nd semester
Cable TV. tree heel. Orey $118 75/mo For
more nto cd 352-3986
Furn. efficiency room avaaabie for spring semeeler Buckeye Budget Motor Inn. fcxajdaa
everything lor only $265 mo For more information cd Rick al 352 1520 Rm • 243

College ol Arts and Sciences has tor sale to
student organizations, department/ school
offices the following office furniture (chairs,
etc): hcosyduty hand punch, frae-etandlng
ptcnlore. and amoklng receptacles. For
lurlber Intormatlon ptoaae contact
Laura Devi aeon (172-2017).

Loolgng lor 2 non smoking
ides for Spring Semeeler
For more into cd 352-1130.

lei

1 pa* faordlca Ski Boots model Poavla. $100
Cd 354-8702.

Houses $ Apartments
ctoee to campua lor 65-88
school year 1-267-3341

GUITAR, acouebc. laal tow neck action, good
for beginners or advanced, great Chnetmes gift
Beat offer 354-8886

2 bedroom apartment avaaabie on 3.1 Street.
Cd 352-4380

Expires 12/31/84

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
352-9302
Anytime
• Close to all your needs, classes, convenient stores,
and town.
• Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting now for
summer and fall
• Limited number of roommate postions for the
semester
• On site management, maintenance and laundry
facilities.
• All utilities paid except lights

VISIT OUR MODEL/OFFICE
505 Clough, Suite B15

Find your dream apartment without
trudging through the snow. Eliminate the
hassles of apartment shopping with
Mewaove Management Services. Simply call
for our free brochure listing over 400
apartments and houses for rent.

TtlanA'*
One Urge One Item Pizza

*5
FREE DELIVERY

"Don't be disappointed. Shop Now! Just call, or
stop by our office...
successful because we do more

Kdltrd by Trade Michd Jaffe
ACROSS
1 Qrandpcveniat

NEWIPVE

5 USSfl on
Stamps
9 CompoMrs

MANAGEMENT SERVICE
■ «

328 8. Main

^oJlffS- ^

. 0*l*>VfK*+****L0*l**i* v

352-3551

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

for you."

352-5620

(next to Sterling & Dorsey's)
wcc«»a.aaaaaB*»«acwca-ccc««awaaeeeecdjaaaei HUM

***+%iPX+**0**.0*

Hurry! The deadline is TODAY
for...
1_THEJ3G-NEWS_

CHRISTMAS
CLASSIFIEDS
5

FOR SALE DRESSER. DESK/CHAIR
$20 CALL 364-2829
ASK FOR SUSAN

Mass lo lublseas a Frazee Apt 112 60/ mo.
Cal Todd 364 7732

Newlove Management

t

JUST M TIME FOR CHRISTMAS! BRIGHT
BLUE STAR SAPPHBE AND DIAMOND RUG
SET M WHITE GOLD SIZE 5 ASKING $35 OR
BEST OFFER HATE TO SELL BUT NEED
CASH NOWII NANCY 364-8026

HELP WANTED

Need 1 male to ahare apartment 2nd eemaeter,
112 60 per month pfcjc uusilsa 3 nice roommales 2 bedrooms. 2 baths cd 354-8184

1

MALE roommate needed eprtng aemester
670 Franc *16
Cal 354-8022

Mara roommate needed tor eprtng semeeler
Large apartmenl dose to campua. FREE heat
and cable TV. Low utilities Reasonable rent
Cal Stove M 362-2604

Wanted One nonemoklng lemate 10 ahare large
ont bedroom furnished apartment Spring
SemsMer $162 50/mo includes gas heat:
water. trash pick up, cable TV. Cd
Ccrolvn 354-8952 for more into.

To:

T-SHIRTS • • T—SHWTS * * T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC.
FAST SERVICE. OUAUTY. GUARANTEED
WIZARO GRAPHICS 354-3098

EPh. 352-5166
203 North main
Op»n 4 p.m.
Additional lt*m» 754 »a
mioii'vui
c««og>-4<^.i.i o

Women of Chapman Second Iowa Summer ol
1884 Jual wanted to s«r thank you lor making
my last few months at BG extra epeclet I ttw*
of you al often, and wsatl you the beat of luck
and aucceea hi the coming years'
Lota ol love, Kan

Thursday Happy Hour! Two prtnta for the prloa
of one every Thursday at the Picture Place m
the Studonl Unionl

FRED: Could you be my California sweetheart?
I love the bands you mentioned!
Cal me at 372 3229

$4.75

To the Efts and EHeties of 4th Darner. We
worked real hard, we did our beat, but wa bat
by t points In ear Deck the Malls' contest
From Wa-B-Toys' 10 F.ank * Al'a lain'
(Snewfle.se lnc| Wa did an ewssomi top,
right down to the Iralntreck and lha old
yukattde tog. n's over now but the epMt "vee
on bacauae we e* know am ehowM'va won.
•a tot them eat pizza with pepperonl and
green pepper, the naaf Mme we need snow.
wa'H take their taaM paper! Good luck on
Same's finale. Marry X-Jai and a party Near

MM

WCK MATS RMVATE ROCK * ROLL PARTY
KAUFMANS SECOND FLOOR DEC. 14 HO

*«|1M4

LIKE WARM WEATHER? You can atland
collate In the CaroUnaa. Florida. CalHomla.
New UeilCO. or Oaorgla WITHOUT PAYING
OUT—OF—STATE FEE* and ham your
couraaa trcnefer back lo SO through the
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE! Call
372-0202 tor Into. Marl

AUMOUC
WAY TO Wt*H
THOK HARD TO *UY
FOR PEOPLE ON YOU* X-eJA» U*T
HARRY HOUOAY*
M NEWS CHRHTMAS CLASSIFIEDS WILL
K FEATURED M THE LAST FALL EDITION
FRIDAY DfCtaMCR 14 WITH MKJHLKJHT* IN
RED AND GREEN — JUST eO- PER LINE
(3 LINE etNIMUet) ADVERTISING DEADLINE

A unique way to wish your friends & loved ones
— HAPPY HOLIDAYS —
Fri, Dec. 14 edition (Last Fall Semester Edition)
o\r
6f> per
per line
line ?i.ou
$1.80 minimum
iinumiuiu
Deadline: 4 p.m
Highlighted in Christmas colors!

wg
14 Lunchfime in
Lyo«
15 'Om%
'
16 Fruit lo« jelly
17 Part of
Indochina)
18 Bu'iasQua
heaOiineKS
20 Fruil Mt*n
by Pwsaplwne
22 E-plosiv*
23 Put lo Highi
24 Art ol self
Oe'ejnse
26 OfB sr«»lting
ragulus
29
column
31 Son-body
wondtftul
32 Mini
33 Oaughtt- o<
EurytuS
36 wn-.- suhi is
AOb*
37 Fruit center*
36 Have words
39 Fruitful
^•gsmtrip
40 Fruit
rtfreshments
41 Fruit stKtKm
42 Cherryslont S
cousin
44 Uses • thurible
45 Popular TV host

4fl
49
66
57
56

captam
Grape, tor one
Derisive
sounds
Hand grenades
City HT
Stoiry
Adress
Stevens

27 Chinese wai

44 Treasure and

1 Read
(study one's
route)
2 0rapabever
age. Roman
style

DOWN

26 Upsaia College
site
29 More painful
30 Apple, cherry
et al
32 Area or zip

45
46
47
50

3
s apple
4 Fruit drinks

34 Aiencon.eg
35 Summers Fr

bi windfall
52 Facts, lor

with a punch'
5 Certain Irulls
6 Serb s
neighbor
7
Andy

37 Ooze
4t Seeks! for one
43 yirnat is
as a day in
June

short
53 Writer
Bagnoid
54 Starchy palm
56 Auction ending

Showboat
role
6 Armadillo
9 Tochanan
'0
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